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When local alterations meet collective oscillatory dynamics: 
On the causes of functional connectivity changes
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Transformation function that determines the 
phase-dependent shift of an oscillator to any given 
input, e.g. an input pulse or an external stimulation. 

In the weak coupled oscillator theory, the PRC also 
contriobute to determine the attracting phase rela-
tions between coupled oscillating regions (Kuramoto, 

1991). 

Problem: PRCs are defined for an isolated oscillat-
ing region. Do they still determine the response of 
oscillating regions embedded in larger systems 
with a rich “dynome” (Kopell et al., 2014) of intrinsic 
oscillatory states?

The effective PRC of an embedded 
region could be state-dependent

Besides shifing phase locally (”state 
morphing”), phased stimulation could 
change state (”state switching”)

Connectome-based mean-field model 
of a large-scale cortical network. Ge-
neric connectome, NHP, edge-com-
plete, 28 ROIs (Markov et al., 2014) 

As a function of global inter-regional 
coupling and local drive, the model 
displays different dynamical regimes.

We choose a dynamic working point
maximizing global phase-locking 
(PLV), at converging critical lines.

We model each local region as a “PING” 
oscillating circuit, with two exactly re-
duced E and I populations (Montbrió, Pazó 

& Rowin, 2015; Dumont & Gutkin, 2019).

We compute time-resolved 
functional connectivity to 
describe dynamic phase 
locking.

At every time-frame, we 
extract degree centrality 
hubs (after binarization) 
and phase-lags.

An oscillatory connectivity 
state is a set of epoch with 
consistent hubs and lags.

Oscillations in the brain have been linked to information representation and rout-
ing (Fries, 2015; Busch & VanRullen, 2010)

Inter-regional phase-differences set dominant directions of information flow 
and functional connectivity (Bastos et al., 2014; Kirst et al., 2016). 

External stimulation can be used to modify brain states and oscillatory connec-
tivity (Witt et al., 2013; Liston et al., 2014; Bergmann, 2018). Oscillatory connectivity is fur-
thermore perturbed in neurological and psychiatric pathologies (Uhlhaas & Singer, 
2012; Lefaucheur et al., 2014).

How can we control the oscillatory state of large-scale brain networks? Which 
factors determine the effects on oscillations of external perturbations? How can 
the effects on oscillations of pathological degradations be conmpensated for?

Short answer: local perturbations or alterations have non-local effects. Global 
system’s dynamics must be accounted for to understand how functional connec-
tivity change as an effect of stimulation or pathology. 

Introduction

The Phase Response Curve (PRC): a useful concept... or not?

Computational model of an oscillating brain Disentangling state switching from state morphing

Many oscillatory connectivity states

Stimulation effects are widespread and complex

We apply unique   
phased stimulation 
pulses in different 
regions, oscillatory 
states and phases.

Phase shifts are in-
duced non-locally, in 
a way dependent 
from all factors.

If the system after stimulation lands in the 
same state, then phase shifting is due to 
state-morphing, otherwise to state morphing.

Phase-, state- and region-dependent proba-
bilities of stimulation-induced switching

Machine- 
learning
classifier to 
detect target 
state of 
arrival

Phase
dependency 
of state 
switching

State
dependency 
of PRC in 
state
morphing

Predicting phase shifts

To predict phase shifting induced by stimu-
lation we use a machine-learning approach.

Predictionsusing just phase of perturbation 
correspond to a PRC approach. We also try 
using anatomical connectivity (SC).

Only classifiers using features which track 
current oscillatory connectivity state or 
configuration are succesful.

E�fective change of long-range SC
via modi��cation of local dynamics

Two coupled regions, 
connection tracts getting 
slower, causing
impaired FC

By increasing local inhi-
bition, FC is restored 
(PRC changes, not SC)

Dynamic compensation 
of structural damage!

Same pheno- 
menon in 
large-scale 
model with 
slowing fibers!

(Hagmann, 2009)

Ordinary FC regime
restored by neuromodu-
lation or drug boosting 
inhibition, even if neurodegeneration still present


